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Message from Chair of the Board and Clinic Director  

 
This has once again been a busy year for all at SDNPC and we are happy to celebrate our tenth 

anniversary. It feels like we are coming full circle for this milestone as we welcome Mr. 

Smitherman back to Sudbury. Mr. Smitherman was the Minister of Health and Long Term Care 

(MOHLTC) at the time who, as Marilyn Butcher said, “gave a couple of unknown, grassroots 

NPs the authority to introduce a new model of care into the Canadian health care system”. 

Without Mr. Smitherman’s belief in this innovative and transformative model, thousands of 

patients across Ontario still would not have access to care; care that is team driven, 

comprehensive and guideline based. Care that brings the broad perspective of nurses, 

especially the focus on wellbeing, health promotion and disease prevention, to the day-to-day 

delivery of care for patients and care that most importantly, allows the team to work to their full 

scopes of practice.  

 

These past ten years seem to have gone by in a flash and we have seen many changes during 

this time. The clinic opened a second location in Lively and expanded the team with the addition 

of new inter-professional team members. We have been recognized locally and provincially for 

our efforts and we have travelled across the country to share our journey. Through it all we have 

continued to strive to ensure our patients receive comprehensive, evidenced based care in a 

timely fashion.  

 

What will the future bring? While we don’t know for sure, we do know that this model works, our 

patients are appreciative of the care we provide and we are making a difference in their health. 

This is a time of transformation with the passing of the Patients First Act and the Local Health 

Integration Networks becoming responsible for all health service planning and accountability. 

The government recently released their budget and are pledging an additional $7 billion over the 

next three years for measures designed to boost access to health care, reduce wait times and 

"enhance patient experience." We have been told that this means that there will be opportunities 

to add staff to existing teams and we are hopeful that there will be an announcement about the 

expansion for more NP led clinics across the province; rest assured we will continue to lobby 

tenaciously for this model of care. 

 

Charline Smith    Jennifer Clement, RN(EC) 

Board Chair      Clinic Director  
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SDNPC Staff 

 

 
 

  
 

Clinic Director   
Jennifer Clement  

Administrative Lead  
Sharon Vukoja  

 
Nurse Practitioners      Registered Nurse 
Jana Carter       Arro Barry 
Jennifer Dawson 
Kim Demers       Social Worker 
Mary Geroux       Bev Castonguay 
Sherry Giroux  
Tiffany McGilvery      Registered Practical Nurse 

Christina Dippong 
Dietitian 
Laura Penny       Pharmacists 
       Vicki Luckham 
Medical Secretaries      Nancy Tripodi 
Katherine Judd 
Christine Kuula     Collaborative Physicians 
Jamie-Lynn Legault     Cathy Cervin 
Chantalle McNab     Shelley Anne Routhier 
       Jennifer Zymantas 
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Board of Directors 2016-2017 

Charline Smith, Chair      

Principle Consultant 

Inspiring Evolution 

 

Angie Wiwczor, Vice Chair 

Nurse Practitioner 

Health Sciences North 

 

Clair Warren, Treasurer      

Nurse Practitioner        

NE LHIN Home and Community Care    

 

Phil Beauchamp 

Nurse Practitioner 

Health Sciences North 

Laura Hill        

Nurse Practitioner  

Health Sciences North 

 

Margaret Loughran  

Nurse Practitioner       

Health Sciences North      

 

Kristen Newman       

Deputy City Solicitor/Deputy City Clerk    

City of Greater Sudbury      

 

Valerie Scarfone 

Executive Director  

North East Specialized Geriatric Centre 

 

 

 

 

It was an honour to be approached to be a member of the inaugural board of directors of Canada`s first NP led clinic. I had the 
opportunity to serve as both a board member and President of the Board over the period of 6 years. During that time, I was able to 
witness the growth and evolution of what has become a high quality model of primary health care delivery in the Ontario health care 
system. The NP Led Clinic model`s founders Marilyn Butcher and Roberta Heale are true visionaries and it has been both an honour 
and a pleasure to be invited to participate in this incredible journey. I would like to convey my heart felt congratulations to the current 
Board of Directors and staff as we celebrate 10 incredible and remarkable years. It is without question that this clinic and model has 
made a significant and lasting contribution in the delivery of high quality primary health care services to the region of Sudbury.  
Dr. Roger Pilon PhD, NP-PHC, CCNE 
Assistant Professor, Laurentian University 
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A Look Back at SDNPC’s History 

 

“Never retreat, never explain, never apologize—get the thing done and let them howl”  
– Nellie McClung 1916 

 

Having long been lobbyists for nurse practitioner practice and employment issues, Marilyn and 

Roberta first started submitting proposals separately and then submitted one together to the 

MOHLTC in 2006 during a time when the Ministry had announced a call for proposals for Family 

Health Teams. Unfortunately those proposals were not accepted but with encouragement from 

the Nurse Practitioners Association of Ontario (NPAO) they decided to challenge the Ministry’s 

decision and a letter writing campaign began. Marilyn copied it “to the world” not knowing who 

would respond.  

 

The letter came to the attention of Doris Grinspun, Executive Director of the Registered Nurses’ 

Association of Ontario (RNAO) who contacted Marilyn and advised that she would bring this to 

the attention of the Minister of Health. Marilyn and Roberta immediately began planning their 

lobbying efforts towards local politicians and NPs. At that time, there were eight unemployed 

NPs in the community (some of whom were planning to leave the city to find work) who 

submitted their stories to the local media, city council, the MOHLTC and pretty much to anyone 

who would listen. Presentations were yet again made to the City of Greater Sudbury Council 

and they got the Council to endorse the proposal and to lobby the Minister on their behalf.   

 

On October 6, 2006, Marilyn received a call from two senior bureaucrats who had read the 

proposal and were prepared to fund a two-NP FHT; for every physician they were able to 

recruit, they would receive one more NP to add to the team. It was clear to Marilyn that the 

vision of a Nurse Practitioner Led Clinic was nowhere in the offer. In her chapter in the book, No 

One Left Behind - How Nurse Practitioners Are Changing the Canadian Health Care System, 

Marilyn writes “ as vulnerable as I felt, being unemployed, ethically I needed to challenge their 

offer. When I reminded them the proposal was for a six-NP Clinic at three sites, with the support 

of a multi-disciplinary team, they replied they were not in the business of finding work for 

unemployed NPs.” After discussion with Roberta and Doris, they decided to reject the offer and 

instead intensified their lobbying efforts.  

  
Over the next month, there was intense lobbying by all parties involved. Doris continued 

lobbying at the provincial level, and the issue was kept in the forefront in the Sudbury media and 

local municipal council. It was during another phone call with the same senior Ministry of Health 

and Long Term Care bureaucrats later that month that Marilyn was shocked to hear them 

announce they were going to fund the entire proposal as it had been written. Marilyn writes 

“months later, I asked one of the bureaucrats what happened during the month, why they had 

such a sudden change of heart. He simply said that George Smitherman, (the Minster of Health 

and Long Term Care at that time), had said to fund the entire proposal. In retrospect, I am 

unsure as to whether we have ever had another Health Minister who would be willing to incur 
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the wrath of the most powerful lobby group in the country – the Ontario Medical Association – 

and give a couple of unknown, grassroots NPs the authority to introduce a new model of care 

into the Canadian health care system, especially without the input of organized medicine.” 

 

For then next several months, Marilyn and Roberta began the process of getting the clinic ready 

to open and dealt with many pressures and barriers. Before the opening there was worry from 

senior staffers in the Ministry that the clinics have a promotional plan and they wondered how 

the clinic would entice patients to go there. Opening day of the clinic was set for August of 2007 

at 10:00 and when Marilyn arrived two hours early to finalize preparations, she “saw people in 

walkers and wheelchairs heading for the clinic door.” She said it struck her that there was a “sea 

of white hair” awaiting” and she was quick to notify the Ministry that the clinic was overrun with 

patients.  

 

Over the next weeks, months and years there was a lot of attention on the clinic, some positive, 

some not so positive yet through it all they persevered and the clinic flourished. In 2009, Dalton 

McGuinty, then Premier of Ontario, paid a visit to the clinic and announced “The future of health 

care is right here in Sudbury” and promised funding for an additional 24 NP clinics.  Those 

clinics are now open across the province and are providing tremendous care for their patients. 

Patients that were deemed “orphans” and had to rely on fractured care for so long now have a 

primary provider and team guiding their care.  

 

 
Dalton McGuinty announcing the next wave of funding for NP Clinics 

 

Today, the SDNPC team has expanded to include 6 NPs (including the clinic director), a 

registered nurse, registered practical nurse, social worker, dietitian, pharmacist, administrative 

lead and four medical secretaries with two clinics. There have been over 5800 people registered 

and the clinic continues to take on new patients. The scope of practice for the NPs has changed 
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significantly from only being able to prescribe from a list of medications to now having open 

prescribing. Patients who were unsure of the model but sought care because there was 

nowhere else to go are now the biggest champions and patient satisfaction rates are 

continuously high. Innovative programs like the Chronic Pain Pathway have been developed 

with the team getting a chance to present it at a North East Interdisciplinary medical conference 

in the fall. Staff have also travelled across the country to talk about the model and are 

supporting organizations as they develop proposals to hopefully open their own NPLCs and the 

hope is that our own team will expand to provide care to the unattached patients in this region. 

 

 
RNAO in the Workplace Award, 2009 

 

 
 

YWCA Women of Distinction Award, 2009 
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Patient Feedback 

SDNPC Board and staff have been acutely cognizant of the value in including the patient’s 
experience, in her or his own words, in planning and ensuring a quality approach to service 
delivery. Patient feedback and personal stories have been included at board table discussions 
and day to day service provision. The organization’s website includes some of these, both in 
video and narrative or commentary format. 

 

SDNPC was also one of the first primary care organizations to start a Patient Advisory Council. 
The council is an opportunity for patients to participate as partners in planning services and 
systems which can positively shape the patient experience. The council is comprised of six 
patients representing both sites of SDNPC, the clinic director and a representative from the 
board of directives. The council serves in an advisory capacity, making recommendations on 
matters that impact the experience of patients and families at SDNPC as well as participating in 
the development of the Quality Improvement Plan that is submitted annually to Health Quality 
Ontario.  
 
Here is what some of our patients have to say: 

 These kinds of clinics should be available everywhere, funded properly, more money 

into mental health and continuing support by government money.  I've been a patient at 

this clinic for over 10 years and I've always received excellent care by all employees 

from receptionists to doctors.  Keep up the excellent work. 

 

 I love the care and attention I receive from the team here and I always recommend this 

clinic to people who are looking 

 

 

 In all the years I've been going to this clinic, I have always received the best of care and 

particularly when my NP considered that an emergency situation had developed.  In my 

experience, you are doing everything that could be done!  Keep up the good work! 

 

 The care I received here compared to before is exceptional - the tests I’ve had - the 

compassion - amazing.  I have never before met anyone so dedicated to their 

profession.  I couldn’t ask for more – I am so fortunate to be in the hands of these 

professionals. 

 

 

 This clinic is excellent.  All workers know what they're doing.  Lots of caring, good 

attention.  I am a senior and this is the best medical care I have received in my whole life 
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Student Placements 

Since the clinic opened, we have had students from various areas spend time as learners – high 
school co-op, NP students, medical students, social work students and pharmacy students to 
name a few. Not only do the students bring new ideas, fresh perspectives and enthusiasm to 
the workplace but it is a chance to showcase how our team works. For students themselves, 
placements provide an opportunity to test skills learned in the classroom, and to expand their 
knowledge through related work experience.   
 
Here is what a few our former students have had to say about their placements with us: 

 
My time at the Sudbury District Nurse Practitioner Clinic was nothing short of amazing. Every 
day was a new and interesting experience that deepened my love and respect for the field of 
healthcare. The staff were kind, patient and always willing to teach me. Not only did I love 
learning about all the different aspects of the clinic, but I highly enjoyed seeing how passionate 
everyone was about their professions. To this day, it pushes me try my best and achieve my 
goals. Thanks to my fantastic experiences at the clinic and the motivation of the staff, I was able 
to achieve one of my biggest dreams and be admitted into Laurentian University's school of 
nursing. 
LeeAnn, high school co-op student 2016 

 
I was fortunate enough to have two different placements throughout my NP education with 
SDNPC at their two locations. Both preceptors were highly competent practitioners with a clear 
passion for patient focused healthcare. The evident desire to mentor me as a student and 
facilitate high quality learning opportunities was easily apparent from both NPs I worked with. 
Their willingness to teach, as well as their willingness to demonstrate how to navigate an 
interdisciplinary approach to care was invaluable. My first NP placement was with Mary at the 
clinic in Sudbury. My transition from being an ICU nurse where I felt confident each day going to 
work to an NP student in the office setting was significant. Being an ICU nurse herself as an RN 
gave Mary a unique understanding of the transitions I would face. Throughout the several 
months I spent learning from her at SDNPC she went out of her way to teach me many of the 
NP clinical pearls she had been forced to learn on her own. Furthermore, she took the time to 
give helpful insights on some of the challenges an ICU nurse can face transitioning to primary 
care work. Her compassion for her  patient's well being, coupled with her desire to always offer 
the highest level of evidenced based care made the time I spent learning from her a fine 
blueprint for my future learning goals. 
Jared, NP student 2015 & 2016 
 
My experience as an NP student with the SDNPC was so helpful and provided a framework for 
my professional practice today. I went there for my first clinical placement and during one of my 
last placements as well. Working with the multidisciplinary team of health professionals provided 
such a well-rounded experience, and allowed me to see the potential of how rewarding primary 
care practice can be. The staff at the SDNPC are truly a “team” and that made the learning 
process easy. 
Erin, NP student 2011 & 2013 
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Staff Involvement 

Big Bike for Heart and Stroke 

 
 

Community Garden 

 

 
 

Donations for Fort McMurray Fire Victims 
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Our Past Year in Numbers (April 1, 2016 – March 31, 2017) 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13,002 
patient 
visits 

93 home visits 

63% of 
our  

patients 
are 

female 

157 new 
intakes 

2747 phone 
visits 

32 OTN 
referrals 

our 
oldest 

patient 
is 95 

our youngest 
patient is 2 
months old  

37% of 
our 

patients 
are males 
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Thank you to all! 
 


